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9 November 2018
Dear <<First Name>>,
Last weekend a group of 25-30 people gathered at Rosemary’s place at Mt
Hyland. We had a splendid time, filled with kindness, friendship, open
communication, good food and good music.
Click the image to enjoy 28 seconds of
a lively rendition of Turkey in the Straw.
Many thanks to Todd Elliott (vocals and
fiddle) and Joe Newton on guitar.
On Sunday, we gathered in the
Meditation Hall for a sharing circle
organised by myself and a few friends.
Rosemary was present but unaware of
discussions leading to the circle. I facilitated the sharing in three rounds:
1. Gratitude
2. Hope
3. Blessings
Round One: Gratitude

The focus of the first round was on the
questions:
What does Mt Hyland mean to
me?
What have I felt, experienced,
received… while being here?
(note: by “Mt Hyland’ we mean
Rosemary’s place, identified as Lot 36,37&91 of DP 752812, not the mountain)
Each one of us expressed feelings and experiences in our own way, but at the
centre of what everyone said, was
Rosemary with her open welcome
and warm friendship
Rosemary infuses the place with
kindness, compassion, caring,
generosity, respect, tolerance, altruism
– and wisdom – and each and every
person coming here receives their fair
share of it. We expressed our gratitude
to Rosemary and to the place for what
it is and what it gives us.
Mt Hyland is
a safe refuge,
a sanctuary
a place of connection, of healing, of learning.
Round Two: Hope
As you know, Rosemary’s previous business activities are no longer possible
due to council restrictions. This means the future of Mt Hyland is wide open.
So, the focus of the second round was on the question "What do I hope for Mt
Hyland in the future?"

The short answer? We all want it to
continue to do what it did in the past.
That is, to continue to be
a place of refuge, connection,
healing, learning
a place that lets us experience a
life based on the values of
Kindness, Compassion and Generosity, so that we can practise these
values here and take them out into the wider world of our daily lives.
Our hope?
That a good life is possible.
Round Three: Blessing
The focus of the third round was on the question "How can I contribute to the
continued well-being of Rosemary and Mt Hyland to make this future possible?"
We recognised that Mt Hyland is BIG.
Very big.
Lots of land, driveways, tracks,
gardens, buildings
Infrastructure for electricity, water,
sewer and so on. An immediate
problem is the need to replace
batteries for the solar power
system which failed recently and is not likely to last much longer.
Estimated cost - $12,000.
Too big for Rosemary to maintain by herself.
How can we help?
Within this group – and the wider group of friends of Mt Hyland - there is a
wealth of resources in the form of skills and experience, energy, time, finance
and one expressed intention:
We want to contribute – with our energy, time, skill, creativity,
money…
There was unanimous agreement that a life free of worrying about finance to
maintain the property, would be an easier, more productive life for Rosemary
and ultimately more beneficial for Mt Hyland and for all of us who come here as
guests.

We proposed the following:
• To recognise ourselves as an
extended family, as a Tribe.
• To call ourselves Friends of Mt
Hyland.
• To offer people the opportunity to
participate in working bees to contribute physically to the care and maintenance
of Mt Hyland.
• To set up an incorporated association to accept monetary contributions to
build up a base fund to cover the cost of maintaining the existing infrastructure,
facilities and buildings.
Our blessing?
May Rosemary and Mt Hyland be well and may we be able to contribute to
and participate in this well-being.
Immediate action
Alex Halsted and I volunteered to identify an appropriate legal and accounting
structure for Friends of Mt Hyland, Linda Marson volunteered to manage
communications.
What next?
Very soon you can expect to hear from us about how you can contribute. We
intend to keep a low profile in the public realm. So please don’t share this email
outside the ‘tribe’ for the moment. Wait for the ‘public’ email which you will
receive after incorporation. In the meantime, please email Linda
(linda@globalspiritualstudies.com) with names and emails of people you think
might be interested in joining Friends of Mt Hyland and receiving emails of this
kind.
With every good wish for our collective future as Friends of Mt Hyland.
Reiner Schimminger

*****************************************************************************
The 100 year vision for this land is:

“That these ancient forests have a healthy future.
That all the native species of plants and animals
present are able to thrive and remain viable into
an uncertain and changing future.
To have a place where the people who are the
custodians of this sacred land can further their
awareness and deepen their understanding of
what is around them and in doing this foster an
attitude of respect and responsibility to the
complex ecosystems of which we are a part. To
help support the many threatened species
present and help protect this rich unique seed source so that someday this will
aid in the expansion of sensitive and important native species into surrounding
degraded and diminishing landscapes.
That every human action on this land be considerate and accountable to the
future generations of this rare and threatened landscape. That the earth, water
and air be kept clean of pollutants and invasive non-native species. That the
land is managed as a pristine and healthy home to all that live here in natural
balance, always considering those yet to come, both humans and the many
species that rely upon this place.”
Rosemary Yates 26th June 2014
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